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Continuous Security 
Testing for Digital 
Transformation

How strategic penetration testing keeps your business 
prepared in the evolving digital landscape



How can you ensure your 
security is keeping up with 
your transformation?
Locate security gaps in real time as your business grows
As businesses evolve, they are continually integrating new technologies into their digital landscape. 
These solutions offer exciting innovations and efficiencies, but they can also carry risk if not properly 
configured into the organization’s digital environment. Business leaders recognize the gap between 
the complex digital threat landscape and their ability to identify vulnerabilities. They also understand 
that a strong security posture is essential to maintaining customer trust and complying with the latest 
regulatory requirements.

increase in cyberattacks due to 
the transitional requirements 
posed by the pandemic.1

of board members feel 
their organization is at 
risk of a cyberattack.2

of security incidents can be 
traced to a few missing elements 
that could be addressed through 
modern security approaches.3
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Prepare your business to handle evolving threats and 
requirements with experienced security testing
By combining Synack Security Testing together with the Microsoft Security product portfolio, you are 
better prepared to proactively identify emerging vulnerabilities that are putting your business at risk. 
Synack offers scalable penetration testing conducted by a vetted team of security experts and a pre-
mier testing platform that integrates seamlessly with the Microsoft Security products you already use.

Prepare for the 
unexpected

Stay alert in a rapidly 
changing cloud ecosystem.

Act swiftly to 
address gaps

Identify and address 
vulnerabilities in one 
integrated process.

Maintain regulatory 
compliance

Meet compliance 
requirements in multiple 

jurisdictions.

Read More Read MoreRead More
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Prepare for the unexpected
Our digital ecosystems are changing at record speed 
and security teams are struggling to keep up
Mobile workforces, cloud migrations, and new innovations are just some of the trends pushing orga-
nizations through rapid digital transformation. With the sheer volume and speed of change, IT and 
security teams are stretched thin and lack the time and resources to effectively test their security on 
a regular basis. In this environment, it’s no wonder that more than 90% of cloud security issues are 
directly caused by misconfigurations.4

Synack offers both continuous and on-demand penetration testing through an integrated platform 
that has the capacity to scale to meet your business needs. The Synack Platform is the central point 
of visibility and control that integrates the adversarial analysis from external security researchers into 
your standardized security and testing processes. A combination of automated processes and human 
insights from a team of trusted security experts offers effective testing that identifies vulnerabilities in 
days, not months.



See exploitable vulnerabilities and 
improvements to your security 
posture in the Synack Platform
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Act swiftly to address gaps
It’s one thing to identify security gaps, it’s another to 
build actionability into the structure of analysis
Knowing your security risks is only as helpful as your ability to proactively address them. In order 
to truly add value for your organization, the Synack Platform provides details, fixes, and actionable 
insights on exploitable vulnerabilities. Through an application programming interface (API) integration, 
this Synack data is automatically pulled into your local tools − like Microsoft Defender for Cloud or 
Microsoft Sentinel − for added efficiency and decreased risk.
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Integrate with the Microsoft Security 
products you already use

• Microsoft Defender for Cloud: Automatically send Synack testing results 
to Microsoft Defender for Cloud, allowing your team to view and manage 
findings in an already familiar display.

• Microsoft Azure DevOps: Create a work item in Azure Project for each 
vulnerability and keep that work item data up to date with the latest 
changes from Synack. 

• Microsoft Sentinel: Synchronize with Synack’s findings, create an incident in 
Microsoft Sentinel for each vulnerability, and update with real-time changes.
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Maintain regulatory 
compliance
Organizations must accommodate continually changing 
compliance laws, often in multiple jurisdictions
Testing for and addressing security vulnerabilities can be a daunting task for in-house security teams, 
especially at the level required by heavily regulated industries. On average, 44% of organizations say 
their top compliance management challenges are handling compliance assessments, undergoing con-
trol testing, and implementing policy and process updates.5

Rather than overextending resources or leaving security gaps unchecked, adopt Synack and the 
Microsoft Security product portfolio for a comprehensive testing and mitigation workflow that makes it 
far easier to meet your specific data security and compliance requirements. Synack’s on-demand secu-
rity testing platform and team of experts can handle the scope and scale of testing needed to keep 
you compliant while giving critical time back to your in-house security team.
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Get the information you need for 
your specific requirements

• Access compliance-ready reports that cover scope, testing 
information, vulnerabilities, and remediation status.

• Align to industry standards in penetration testing and reporting, such as:
• NIST
• CIS
• OWASP
• PCI
• HIPAA

• Deploy the Microsoft Cloud Security Benchmark (Azure Security Benchmark v3) 
framework according to your security requirements and use Synack testing 
to validate adherence to MCSB security controls.
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Allianz Direct

Situation
Allianz Direct, part of the Allianz Group (#24 in the 
Forbes Global 2000), is a direct insurance com-
pany operating in Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, 
and Spain. Allianz Direct sells their products via 
their online platform and places a high priority on 
delivering value faster than the competition. As 
an insurance company, customer trust is critical. 
Security, therefore, is built into everything they do.

Challenge
Allianz Direct’s challenge was safeguarding their 
data and complying with regulations. And they 
needed to do this without impacting their service 
delivery or customer experience. Allianz Direct was 
performing pentesting in-house, but examined 
available alternatives to maximize ROI for their 
pentesting program.

Solution
Allianz Direct sought a solu-
tion that would provide a 
standardized process for 
continuously checking the 
security of their platform 
from an attacker’s perspec-
tive. They chose Synack for 
its ability to provide contin-
uous, high-quality testing at 
scale and with speed.

Results
• Allianz Direct delivers services faster than the 

competition using better security testing. 
• Ensures comprehensive vulnerability results are easily 

understood and reproducible for quicker remediation.
• Provides improved confidence in making risk-based 

trade-offs for new services and features.
• Achieves more and better pentesting at the 

same cost as in-house pentesting.
• Offers faster and easier retrieval and importing of current 

security status for review and for auditor reports.
• Facilitates testing for quick validation of 

log4shell vulnerability patching.

C A S E  S T U D Y

Read Entire Case Study

https://go.synack.com/case-study-allianz-direct-delivers-faster-services-with-synack-security-testing
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Feel confident in your 
security throughout your 
digital transformation
Continually validate your security posture 
as your business evolves.

No matter what the future holds for your business, robust continuous security 
testing can help you keep up with dynamic security risks and complex regulatory 
requirements.

Schedule a Demo

Find Synack in the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace.

Learn More

Copyright © 2023 Synack.com and Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

https://purplesec.us/resources/cyber-security-statistics/
https://www.proofpoint.com/us/newsroom/press-releases/new-report-proofpoint-and-cybersecurity-mit-sloan-reveals-almost-half-board#:~:text=Our%20report%20found%20that%20nearly%20two-thirds%20%2865%25%29%20of,is%20unprepared%20to%20cope%20with%20a%20targeted%20attack.
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/microsoft-digital-defense-report-2022
https://www.xmcyber.com/glossary/what-is-cloud-security-posture-management/
https://www.metricstream.com/insights/state-of-compliance-survey-report-2021.htm
https://www.synack.com/contact/
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/synackinc1654614310688.synack-sentinel-integration?tab=Overview
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